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Throughout time and across cultures the sun has been heralded as the giver of life - a sign of creation and fertility.

Its position and flow of rising and setting has been observed – informing the creation of calendars, planting of crops and timing of festi-
vals. Personified as deities, Gods and Goddesses, myths have been based on its vital role. Its energy driving away the darkness of night and 

bringing with it the hope and prosperity of a new day. 

‘Sol’ is devoted to capturing the essence of the sun, honouring its power through an uplifting ode to its golden glow.

Inspired by the universal role it plays; transcending cultures, countries and times ‘Sol’ uses motifs and symbols seen since ancient times to 
represent the Sun – golden discs, orbital elements and beaming rays.

Ancient Egyptian references to Solar deities and powerful Goddesses and Gods are captured through intricate detailing etched in glittering 
polished gold and contrasting brushed techniques. Clean geometric lines and deep blue marquise sapphires transport us to sun drenched 

palaces in lands far away.

Dream-like nostalgia of Mediterranean summers, celebrating long days in the sun and restorative balmy nights are expressed through ref-
erences of stylized Sun motifs, delicate beading and glistening chains.

Ideas such as rebirth, protection, passion and purity are woven through the collection using Gods, Goddesses, Angels and gemstones. 
While organic and natural elements in the form of imperfect coins, sensory textures and use of hand casting and moulding methods bring 

‘Sol’ back to earth, reminding us of our elemental connection.





Crossing cultures, continents and ages, circular 

discs have been used to represent the Sun. Our 

modern interpretation features cross-brushed 

disc pendants, capturing the suns soft glow. 

Contrast these delicate pieces with bold textural 

chains that capture and reflect light.





The Sun played a pivotal role in Ancient Egyptian culture, 

responsible for life, light and warmth. Architecture is believed to 

have been built around the suns path to align with its rays on

significant days while Sun Temples were used to honour the Sun 

God Ra – the creator.

Deities Hathor, Ma’at, Sekhmet Osiris, Ra and Horus all hold a special 

connection to the Sun and are a nod to our namesake; a celebration 

of the Sun in all its glory through intricate detailing and Temple of 

the Sun’s signature golden glow and modern ancient aesthetic.





Since the arches of the Ancient Roman 

aqueducts and Grecian architecture, 

the shape has been a symbol of victory; 

and passing through an act of rebirth. 

Textural etched archways, reminiscent 

of Corinthian Columns and abstract 

sun rays speak to possibility of new

beginnings and the enduring elegance 

of ancient design.





Crisp whites, organic rocks and the 

glittering ocean; there’s no better 

place to worship the Sun than a 

Mediterranean summer. Uplifting 

and celebratory stones and motifs 

set against delicate chains embody 

long lazy days spent soaking up 

the rays by the ocean.





Intricately detailed motifs transport us to Victorian 

times, where society was exploring the world around 

them and developing a connection with the natural 

world, creating the birth of western spiritualism.

Delicate hands, a popular motif used in Victorian 

and Georgian jewellery, swords and Guardian Angels 

communicate strength and protection and the an-

tique beauty of the mystical.





Grounding us, organic shapes moulded 

from clay are a reminder that all of our 

pieces are carefully created by hand

using elements natural to our earth.

The ourobos serpent motif, a Temple of 

the Sun signature from ancient Greek

and Egyptian times, is a symbol of life’s 

wholeness and infinity. An ode to our

natural world, its cycles powered by the 

sun, and to which we are deeply

connected.





Amulets and talismans have been worn since ancient 

times, carrying symbols and stones that offered the 

wearer protection and prosperity. In true Temple of 

the Sun style, we’ve drawn upon ancient archetypal 

symbology and given them a modern update to give 

our wearers everyday pieces to uplift and empower.





The fiery, vibrant red hue of Garnets

and Rubies represent passion, confidence

and affection. Drawing inspiration from intricate

antique lockets, royal jewellery and ornate ancient 

Roman hoops these pieces are declarations of

love - for oneself or another.





Inspired by ancient ruins that have stood the 

test of time with walls and sculptures depicting 

Women of power from cultures since gone.  Bold 

chains, chunky rings and a reinterpretation of the 

Lion motif all embody strength and courage,

calling us to recognize our own. 
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